Dear Students,

In observation of California’s statewide stay-at-home order, the Los Angeles Community College District and LATTC have determined that students and employees must not come to campus for the duration of the stay-at-home order. Only personnel necessary for critical functions are allowed on campus; the campus is also closed to members of the public.

We understand and recognize that the last few weeks have been alarming, frustrating, and challenging, which is why your flexibility and cooperation in these unprecedented times is invaluable. Working together, we can ensure LATTC and the Nursing Department continue to offer a quality education and services, while also safeguarding the well-being of our campus community. Again, with Nursing Department staff working remotely, your patience and understanding are of utmost importance in this transition.

Our goal is to continue to offer engaging support to all current and prospective nursing students, but now with some adjustments. Although students are unable to visit our office until further notice, many services have moved to online delivery. All face-to-face activities that could not be converted to an online format, however, are cancelled for the remainder of the Spring semester.

Please carefully read through the following list of confirmed transitions/changes to services and activities in the Nursing Department:

1. **Pre-Nursing Information Sessions and Prerequisite Verification Workshops:**
   Pre-Nursing Information Sessions and Prerequisite Verification Workshops for the remainder of Spring 2020 have been canceled until further notice. As a result, we have removed fliers of the upcoming information sessions and workshops for Spring 2020 from our website. We anticipate a new schedule will be posted to the nursing website on June 15th.

2. **TEAS Exam Dates at LATTC:**
   TEAS test dates at LATTC have been postponed for the remainder of the 2019-2020 academic year (through 12/31/2020). Should students wish to take the TEAS exam, it is their responsibility to find available TEAS testing locations. After receiving a passing TEAS score, students must contact ATI to have OFFICIAL TEAS Scores sent to LATTC then notify a Health & Related Sciences counselor.

3. **TEAS Prep Classes:**
   Spring 2020 TEAS Prep classes have transitioned to online instruction and are still available to interested students. Due to the COVID-19 crisis, there is a new process for signing up for the TEAS PREP noncredit course. Students can complete this form to sign up for the Spring 2020 TEAS Prep Course.
   * You must be a current LACCD student with NO holds or class conflicts.
4. **Health and Related Sciences Virtual Counseling Services:**

Counseling faculty are now available to assist students through video appointments. Additionally, you can have questions answered through online chat features. Through virtual appointments, students will be able to utilize web cameras and video conferencing tools to share screens and “see their Counselor,” like a FaceTime or Skype call. If technology is not available for virtual appointments, Counselors are also available for telephone appointments.

We hope this eases many of your concerns and provides you with updated information. As the LATTC campus begins to transition back to regularly scheduled activities and in-person instruction, we will update our website with new information. We hope to have updated information regarding Summer and Fall 2020 posted on our website on June 15th. Until then, watch for ongoing updates via email and LATTC social media, as we continue to evaluate campus events and activities in accordance with changing conditions.

Thank you.

**Please use the link below to chat with a Health and Related Sciences Counselor, schedule an appointment, or access other virtual services:**

[Click Here to Schedule an Appointment with a Counselor](#)